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1 Introduction 

Online food retailing is high on the current agendas of European retailers – again. Many 

companies tried to enter and conquer this market in the beginning of 2000’s when e-commerce 

was seen as revolutionizing not only the retail business, but the way in which business is 

conducted in general. Many of these pioneers of online food retailing failed and when the e-

commerce bubble burst, online food retailing was almost forgotten in many European countries, 

inter alia, in Germany. However in some countries retailers not only managed to survive, but to 

provide value to customers and develop a new market. 

Online grocery sales per capita in the UK, Switzerland and Belgium are €82, €23 and €18 

respectively, while they reach only €2 in Germany. This is surprising since no major structural 

characteristics can be identified to mitigate internet-based retailing in Germany compared, say, 

to the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom can be clearly considered as the most developed 

online food retailing market worldwide, with €5.5 billion market sales of online groceries in 

2010. In contrast, online grocery sales in Germany are estimated at only €200 million, which is 

nearly 27 times less than that of its European neighbor (A.T. Kearney Research, 2011). Also in 

relative terms the UK online grocery market represent around 4.5% of the total grocery market, 

compared to only 0.2% in Germany. 

The German market lags behind other European markets in online food retailing, and our 

analysis hints at a significant growth potential here. In this study that is based on expert 

interviews with representatives of large retailers and a survey of more than 600 respondents we 

identify the reasons for customers’ hesitant approach to online retailing and identify strategic 

options for retailers to successfully operate in this promising segment of the retail industry, that 

will develop rapidly. 
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2 The German grocery market 

The German grocery market is characterized by an oversaturation of retail outlets, a strong price 

focus of consumers driven by dominance of discount stores and low margins in a highly-

competitive environment.  

Hard discounters, such as Aldi, Lidl, Penny and Netto, are a German phenomenon. They 

significantly gained in importance over the past decades and now represent almost 44 percent of 

the whole market. Practiced to perfection by Aldi, the inventor of the hard discount format and 

the world’s most efficient hard discounter, the dominance of hard discount stores illustrates the 

continued price focus of German customers. 

The German grocery market size is estimated at 125 billion Euro in 2011. It is the second-largest 

market in Western Europe following France (145 billion Euro) and exceeding slightly the UK 

(121 billion Euro). It is significantly larger than Spain and Italy on the fourth and fifth rank (52 

and 49 billion Euro respectively).  

Furthermore, the German grocery market is highly concentrated, with the sales of the top four 

grocery retailers, namely Edeka, Rewe, Aldi and Schwarz Group (Lidl), representing 

approximately 68 percent of the total grocery spend. 

As a result of the intense competition, most German retailers have been forced to lower prices 

rather than investing in value-added services. The importance of discounters deters players with 

a differentiation focus from charging too high a premium because discounter prices are the lower 

benchmark that the consumer relates to. Thus also online food retailing must prove that it is 

really value adding for the consumer at a price that still will be referenced to the competitive 

price focus of traditional retailers. 
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3 Main business models in online food retailing 

Major online food retailers that offer a full range of groceries to their customers have been 

identified in France, Switzerland, UK and USA. The most developed market in Europe is the UK 

market, with annual online grocery sales of the major players Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury's and 

Ocado summing up to £2.9 billion (The Telegraph, 2009). Translating into per capita sales of 

€82, the UK is followed by the Swiss market with a 2008 turnover of €15 per inhabitant, mostly 

generated by the two players LeShop and Coop@home (A.T. Kearney Research, 2011). 

Four main business models can be identified in online food retailing, as illustrated in the 

following figure 1: 

 

Figure 1: Market players by delivery mode and picking operations 

The 2x2 matrix shows traditional retailers and pure online players that both provide complete 

grocery portfolios that allow private consumers to order online. The vertical axis differentiates 

between the two ways in which the customers can receive their goods. They can either retrieve 

the ordered products themselves, as in a click & collect service, or have the groceries delivered 

to their homes. The horizontal axis describes the operational side of the approach. Retailers 

might distribute the goods out of a shadow warehouse that is not accessible for customers, or 

they will gather the orders in their traditional stores alongside the offline store traffic. Market 

players like Sainsbury’s (UK) and Colruyt (Belgium) show that retailers do not always focus on 

one approach only, but may choose to offer multiple services. In the extreme case of Tesco, a 

store based click & collect service and home delivery is offered to consumers, while the 
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company has also begun to invest into shadow warehouses to increase the efficiency of their 

home delivery. 

Two issues are already apparent from this overview. Firstly, players that offer home delivery are 

often pure online retailers that opt for central distribution centers – Le Shop (Switzerland), 

Freshdirect, Netgrocer, Peapod, EfoodDepot (all USA) and Ocado (UK). However, traditional 

retailers, like Tesco (UK) that offer home delivery are increasingly moving towards centralized 

shadow warehouses to benefit from higher picking and delivery efficiency. In fact, Asda (UK) is 

the only analyzed retailer that still offers home delivery out of their traditional stores. Secondly, 

when moving into the online business, traditional food retailers often chose to offer both – a 

click & collect service as well as a home delivery that is both executed out of their stores. 

However, retailers like Publix and Albertsons (both USA) have abandoned their home delivery 

service in favor of the curbside pick-up service from their stores in 2003 and 2009 respectively. 

An overview of the four main business models with illustrative examples will be outlined below. 

This analysis also guides the process of identifying a promising online food retailing concept for 

the German market. 

3.1 Shadow warehouse based click & collect service 

The shadow warehouse approach used by companies like Chronodrive, Leclerc and Système U 

has become very popular in France. While these players have already invested into warehouses 

throughout France, major traditional retailers like Intermarché and Carrefour are currently in a 

test phase. In Germany, the retailer Real has also initiated a test phase with only two markets. 

The basic idea of this drive-in concept is that consumers collect their groceries from a central 

warehouse while often not having to get out of their car during the process and thus making it a 

particularly time-saving shopping experience. In the case of Chronodrive, which is currently 

expanding to 32 outlets all over France, the whole pick-up process is completed within less than 

five minutes (Chronodrive, 2011). 

Chronodrive, a sister company of the French hypermarket chain Auchan, has started its click & 

collect service in 2004. The retailer has achieved an annual turnover of €20 million in 2009 

while it could already record 130,000 regular customers with an average of 40 sales items per 

purchase in 2010 (ResearchFarm, 2010; Soverinsky, 2010). 

Chronodrive offers 8000 SKUs on their website and generally makes the shopping experience 

very convenient for consumers. Customers can access their saved shopping lists or a recipe 
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function that enables them to automatically add all required items for a meal to the shopping 

basket and thus contributes to a time-saving and user-friendly shopping experience. Furthermore, 

the ordering process is improved through the offer of an app through which consumers can 

access the full range of groceries on their smartphones. As the website and the app are 

synchronized, users can retrieve their saved shopping lists and previous purchases via the app as 

well. A connection to the internet is not needed until the moment of check-out so ordering is 

made possible whenever customers find a few spare minutes. The app function is promoted by 

Chronodrive by committing to decrease the usual minimum processing time between order and 

first possible pick up from 90 minutes to 30 minutes for mobile orders (Appbrain, 2010). 

Orders can be retrieved from the outlets between 8:30 AM and 8:30 PM. Chronodrive offers this 

service for free and commits to a high standard of customer service as consumers do not even 

need to get out of their car during the pick-up process. Once they pull up at a terminal at the time 

of their chosen pick-up slot, they will dial in a code specific to their order and pay for their 

groceries in case they have not already done so online. At the same time, a sales assistant will 

transport the ordered products to the car and load them into the trunk. According to the website, 

the whole procedure is completed in less than five minutes (Chronodrive, 2011). Figure 2 

provides an overview of Chronodrive’s online retailing features and figure 3 illustrates the pros 

and cons of shadow warehouse based click & collect services. 

 

Figure 2: Exemplary business model of French Chronodrive 
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Figure 3: Strategic profile of shadow warehouse based click & collect service 

3.2 Shadow warehouse based home delivery 

Home delivery managed from a central distribution center is a very common approach for pure 

online retailers that have not already invested into traditional retail stores. The service is 

especially common in the USA with players like Peapod, Freshdirect, EfoodDepot and Netgrocer 

that have picked up their business as soon as in 1989 (Peapod). 

The approach of a shadow warehouse based home delivery is also pursued in Europe, as for 

example by the leading Swiss online retailer LeShop. LeShop has started its operations in 1997 

and was the first European online food retailer to break even after Tesco (UK) in 2006. LeShop 

reports an annual sales growth of 15% and a turnover of CHF 151 million in 2010 (LeShop 

Media Information, 2011). In 2003, LeShop has announced a strategic partnership with the Swiss 

company Migros with its approximately 6000 private label branded products, which can 

currently be found on the website of the online food retailer (LeShop History, 2011). 

Coverage of 95% of the Swiss population is ensured through the delivery partnership with the 

Swiss postal service. Consumers can receive their groceries between 5 PM and 8 PM while an 

unbroken cooling chain is assured by transporting frozen/perishable goods in an airtight cooling 

box. With this approach, LeShop has the option to deliver to neighbors or to have the parcel be 

disposed at the doorstep in case of the customer’s agreement. In conclusion, the customer focus 

can be regarded as very strong which, however, comes at a comparably high price. Depending on 
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the delivery time slots, consumers have to pay between CHF 7.90 – 15.90 and are charged extra 

fees if the cooling box is filled less than 75% (LeShop, 2011). Figure 4 provides an overview of 

LeShop’s features, figure 5 illustrates the pros and cons of shadow warehouse based home 

delivery services. 

 

Figure 4: Exemplary business model of Swiss LeShop 

 

 

Figure 5: Strategic profile of shadow warehouse based home delivery service 
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3.3 Store based home delivery 

Traditional retailers entering the online business often chose the store based home delivery 

business model, which allows them to serve customers out of their established retail outlets. For 

example Asda (UK) only pursues this approach. Other traditional retailers, like Sainsbury’s, 

Simplymarket (both UK), Colruyt and Delhaize (both Belgium) chose to offer the store based 

home delivery in addition to their click & collect service. 

Asda has meanwhile also begun to invest into two shadow warehouses to increase their picking 

efficiency in 2009 and 2010 (Craven, 2010). Asda positions itself as a hard discounter in their 

online business as well. They are not only the second largest retailer in the UK, but also claim to 

be “Britain’s lowest priced supermarket”. Accordingly, the offered online service is not as 

convenient - a fact that is displayed in a lack of customer-friendly services like the doorstep/ 

neighbor policy of LeShop (i.e. if the consumer is not at home during the agreed delivery slot the 

shipment is placed in front of the door or handed over to a neighbor). 

 

Figure 6: Exemplary business model of UK retailer Asda 

Accessing the retailer’s website, consumers will be faced with an aggressive communication of 

promotions, special deals and weekly offers. Prices are guaranteed to be at least 10% lower than 

usual retail prices and additional money can be saved by agreeing to eight hour delivery slots 

that only cost the consumer a service fee of £2.50. 

The discounter model seems to be working quite successfully online as well and annual online 

grocery sales of Asda have reached £900 million in comparison to the turnover of the market 
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leader Tesco of approximately £1.1 billion (Craven, 2010). Figure 6 provides an overview of 

Asda’s features and figure 7 illustrates the pros and cons of the store based home delivery 

service. 

 

Figure 7: Strategic profile of the store based home delivery service 

3.4 Store based click & collect service 

This business model offers consumers to pick up their pre-packed groceries from traditional 

retailer outlets (figure 8). Just like Publix, the retailer Albertson’s (both USA) has abandoned its 

store based home delivery service and solely focuses on the pick-up service. As a store based 

model, consumers can order all SKUs offered in the respective Albertson’s retail outlet and may 

retrieve their groceries on the same day as long as the order is placed before 10AM. 

The service is not as convenient as modeled by the retailer Chronodrive in France, as online 

consumers will not find designated parking areas in every participating outlet and additionally 

need to collect their bags from a service desk within the supermarket. Also, the service costs 

$5.95 per transaction ($7.99 at Publix) and is thus as expensive as the home delivery service of 

competitors like EfoodDepot that often even offer free deliveries after a certain threshold for the 

online order has been reached. Figure 9 provides an overview of the strategic profile of the store 

based click & collect service. 
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Figure 8: Exemplary business model of US retailer Albertsons’ 

 

 

Figure 9: Strategic profile of the store based click & collect service 
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4 Empirical Study on German Consumer Attitudes towards 

Online Retailing 

Germany is one of the largest and one of the most competitive retail markets worldwide. While 

there is a healthy competition among traditional brick-and-mortar retailers (supermarkets and 

hard discount alike) a major competitive impact of online-food retailing does not exist to this 

point. 

4.1 Methodology and goal of the study 

The overall goal of the empirical part of this study was to gain insight in consumer behavior and 

attitudes towards online food retailing. More concrete they were narrowed down to three main 

objectives and one potential target. The first one was to assess which customer-groups are most 

likely to buy groceries online. Questions were raised on past online food retailing experience and 

reasons for their (lack of) experience in order to assess main advantages and obstacles to online 

food retailing. Several parameters were included in the survey to assess possible differences in 

consumer behavior such as age, gender, availability of a car, education-level, income-level, 

household size and weekly budget. 

The second objective was to assess the potential for different business models. Questions raised 

to consumers were their attitudes towards three different delivery solutions and their willingness 

to pay for them. 

The third goal was considering possible correlations between online food retailing and general 

online retailing. Questions regarding normal experience and products bought online were 

therefore added in order to compare the two. 

In addition, parameters regarding income, willingness to pay and household shopping budget 

could possibly help to assess the potential market size for online food retailing. 

The survey was designed not to take more than five minutes to complete to increase response 

likelihood (Bhaskaran, 2010). It was conducted online and offline simultaneously for three 

weeks in May-June 2011. A convenience sampling approach was used in both settings, offline 

and online. Additionally, expert interviews with senior retail executives were conducted to 

validate and discuss findings. 
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4.2 Sample Description 

In total, 350 answers were collected online, 327 responses were collected offline. There was an 

almost perfect distribution between men and women with 48.4% female and 51.6% male 

respondents. The age groups were less evenly distributed with 64% under the age of 34. 

However, the other groups had between 30 and 87 respondents which made it possible to analyze 

their preferences with a fairly accurate degree. As already mentioned, there was a high degree of 

individuals with a university background (i.e. university graduates, students, or others who aim 

at a university degree) reaching almost 75%. Another 20% had either vocational college or lower 

degrees, while those with no degree at all only represented 5% and were therefore difficult to 

assess. 

Considering geographical reach, answers from 125 cities in Germany were collected, with a 

majority from Cologne and North Rhine-Westphalia. A wide majority of respondents were from 

cities with a larger population making it difficult to assess differences between rural and urban 

areas. Lower income-groups also dominated the responses with little under 50% making €1500 

or less per month. However, all groups were well represented with between 7.5% and 18.3% of 

the total answers. In addition, more than 15% chose not to answer this question, reflecting the 

many who do not feel comfortable revealing this type of information. 

 

Figure 10: Geographical origins of respondents 
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4.3 General shopping habits and preferences 

Online retail experience 

The overall online shopping experience (independent from online-food shopping) was dominated 

by three groups. 36% indicated to shop every month, 32% 1-6 times a year and 18% a couple of 

times a month. The two other groups, those who shop every week and those who never or hardly 

ever shop online, only represented 4-5% each. In other words, for the most part, the attracted 

target groups are experienced online shoppers. The same conclusion can be made considering the 

products bought online. As many as 90% have bought books while between 60 and 75% have 

bought electronics, movie tickets, travel tickets and cloth. Sport articles, bank products, music 

and DVDs are somewhere in between with 25-49%. Only 2.2% have bought fresh groceries 

online while 8.2% have experience with durable foods. In the graph below, the difference 

between male and female shopping habits is also possible to subtract.  

Online food shopping experience 

Considering the reasons why consumers had bought online, more than 50% ranked home 

delivery as an important reason. Although it was not listed as an option, the second most popular 

category was unique online products which almost 40% listed under the “other” category. 

Curiosity with 36% and saving time with 30% were two other major reasons listed. Only 17% 

listed cheaper price and 10% marked that they had been attracted by a promotion. 

However, most of the consumers had no experience with online food retailing and more than 

73% of them said that they were satisfied with traditional grocery shopping opportunities. Two 

other major reasons were that they were unable to see and feel the products (70%) and that the 

product quality was uncertain (62%). 22% were concerned about the lack of personal contact 

while 11% questioned the customer service after they buy the products. Only 5% were concerned 

with online security while 6% said that they did not know how to shop online. Finally 9% did not 

recognize any online food retail solution in their city. 

Weekly grocery shopping 

42% buy groceries for themselves while 32% do so for two individuals. 16% shop for more than 

two while 10% of the respondents do not carry out the grocery shopping on their own. Slightly 

fewer than 60% of these respondents shop for €79 or less per week while 34% uses between €80 

and €159, while only 7% uses more than €160. Given a large group of students and younger 

individuals represented in the study these numbers are reasonable. It was also interesting to note 
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that 80% use more than €40 a week considering what would be profitable for online retailers to 

target. The question added regarding a disposable car for grocery shopping gave about 43% with 

and 41% without while 20% had a car from time to time. 

5 Major findings and implications 

The main results of the empirical survey can be grouped into 7 major factors that correspond to 

three main groups. While the findings are especially focused on the German market, the results 

seem to be applicable for most other Western markets.  

The first section is labeled ‘Customer Characteristics’. This part examines which kind of 

customers are most likely to buy online, points out their relation to regular online retailing, 

consumers’ willingness to pay for online solutions and gives reasons why consumers are 

reluctant to buy groceries online. 

The second cluster discusses then ‘Operational Findings’. The efficiency and demand for 

different operational approaches including service model and picking systems are analyzed.  

The last section is on derived ‘Success Factors’ which explain what an online retailer would have 

to address and overcome in order to enter the online grocery market successfully. It includes 

factors of awareness among consumers, a unique selling proposition and finally why mistakes in 

the online retailing often are unforgivable to the consumers. 

5.1 Customer characteristics 

5.1.1 Shoppers are happy with the status quo 

One major obstacle is quite simply that fact that customers are happy with how they get their 

groceries now. Seventy-three percent of respondents say they do not buy groceries online 

because they are satisfied with the usual shopping opportunities and cannot see the added value 

of online food shopping compared with traditional supermarkets. 

In addition, some people do not decide what to buy until they are on their way home from work 

or even in the supermarket, so online food purchasing is not an option for them. For many older 

consumers, personal contact is important. Only a few respondents blamed a lack of skills or 

availability for not shopping online, but these could also be underlying factors. Additionally the 
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competition in the German retail market can rather be characterized as price-based than service-

oriented. That means the competitive landscape in Germany would not allow any high 

surcharges. All these arguments underline the importance of teaching and convincing customers 

regarding online food grocery. 

 

Figure 11: Additional reasons why people do not buy groceries online 

5.1.2 Willingness to buy online food services 

Our survey finds that frequent online shoppers are more likely to try buying groceries online. 

Almost one-third of those who have bought groceries online are weekly online shoppers. 

Overall, however, even among the most ardent online shoppers, online grocery has not gained 

steam. Fewer than 10 percent of shoppers we surveyed say they have bought non-perishable 

groceries online, and only 2 percent have bought fresh food online. While 60 percent of 

respondents say they shop online at least once a month, only 1 percent buy groceries online 

every month. Not surprisingly, younger age groups show a higher willingness than older groups 

to buy groceries online. Busy young professionals who value the opportunity to save time are the 

main target group in online groceries. Young mothers seeking to avoid traditional supermarkets 

are also of interest. In general, experts agree that the customer base will widen with the Internet-

savvy generation (figure 12). 

While some consumers happily accept home delivery charges, most are not willing to pay for 

just the assembly of the order. Sixty percent of respondents say they would pay between €1 and 

€5 ($1.30 and $6.50) for home delivery, and 17 percent stated they would pay up to €10 ($13). 
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On the other hand, few are willing to pay extra when they pick up, either at warehouse or 

supermarkets (figure 13). 

 

Figure 12: Willingness of different age groups to buy shelf groceries online 

 

 

Figure 13: Willingness to pay for different services 
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5.2 Operations 

5.2.1 Choose the right Service model 

Customer perspective: preferences for different business models 

Pick up station 

Generally between 60% and 67% were willing to buy shelf groceries, beverages, hygiene articles 

and household products from a pick-up station. Between 24% and 29% were unwilling while 

between 13% and 9% were uncertain. The fresh category stands out with only 9% willing to buy 

and as much as 73% unwilling. The uncertainty is also highest for this category with more than 

18%. In total, 76% are not willing to pay for this option, while 23% are willing to pay between 

€1-5. Less than 1.5% of the respondents is willing to pay €6 or more. 

Pick up in supermarket 

Between 67% and 70% are willing to pick up non-fresh categories from supermarkets while 

between 24% and 26% are not willing to do so. Between 7% and 8% are still uncertain. The in 

supermarket pick-up has the highest trust for fresh groceries with as much as 47% willing to buy 

this category. Still, 39% do not wish to buy while 15% are uncertain. The willingness to pay is 

slightly lower than for a pick-up station, but generally the two solutions are comparable. 78% are 

unwilling to pay, 21% are willing to pay between €1-5 while slightly more than 1.5% of 

respondents are willing to pay more than €6. 

Home delivery 

Home delivery is the clear preferred delivery solution for four out of five categories with 

between 76% and 82% willing to buy. The non-food articles are more popular than the shelf-

groceries. Between 16% and 11% do not wish to buy these categories from a home delivery 

while between 7% and 9% are uncertain. Consumers are less willing to buy fresh groceries with 

only 35% answering yes. 48% are not willing, while 17% are uncertain. A home delivery 

solution also stands out in terms of willingness to pay. Only 22% are not willing to pay, while 

60% are willing to pay between €1-5, 17% - €6-10 and almost 1.5% - more than €10. 
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Figure 14: Willingness to buy different product categories from different channels 

Company perspective: selecting the most promising approach 

Looking for the best delivery approaches with regard to the German online food retailing market, 

home delivery and supermarket pick-up services are the two most promising service models. 

51% of the respondents who already bought food online did so because of the home delivery 

service. This underlines that home delivery provides the highest added value to the customer and 

probably makes it the dominant service model in future. Home delivery requires preparing for 

the challenges; the supply chain for online food retail is completely different than that of non-

food online retail. Each order consists of multiple products, some that may require cooling, and 

the accuracy and quality of delivery is more important. The decision comes down to offering 

both dry and packaged goods and fresh and perishable food, or a limited selection. 

However, both the survey and the expert interviews show that time savings are important reasons 

for buying food online as well. Pickup service might also alleviate shoppers’ hesitation in buying 

fresh food online, as they can check the quality before leaving the collection point. However, to 

date, most customers appear to have little interest in picking stations. Many seem to associate 

pickup stations with inferior service, or are afraid that they can neither inspect the products nor, 

in the event of a problem, address it directly (figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Reasons why people already bought groceries online (in % of respondents) 

5.2.2 Adopt the right picking approach 

While pure online players use semi-automated shadow warehouses to pick groceries for 

customers, some traditional retailers also run store picking systems. In comparison with the 

rather simple store picking operations of some traditional retailers, shadow warehouses provide a 

much higher degree of efficiency – almost triple that of stores (figure 16). 

 

Figure 16: Average costs for assembling one order 
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The existing shadow warehouses are mainly located close to urban areas, since they require a 

high utilization to be efficient. Traditional food retailers often simply start with store picking 

systems to keep investments low; they build more efficient shadow warehouses when the market 

is growing. Once again, these findings show the trade-off between saving high upfront 

investments and efficiency that can create benefits down the road. 

5.3 Strategic factors 

5.3.1 Raise Awareness  

One striking finding from the survey is the overall low experience and awareness of online food 

retailing among German consumers (figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: Online Food Retailing Awareness 

82% of the respondents had no experience with online food retailing, and only 1% bought 

groceries online monthly or more often. There was also a large number of people who were not 

even aware that such a service existed as demonstrated on the following example of a response: 

“I did not even know that there was such a thing” The visibility of many online stores is not yet 

pronounced -- in order to find many of the stores almost their complete and exact name has to be 

entered in major search engines. The German retailers Rewe and Real, both very well-known 

players in the market and with running pilots in online food retailing were two good examples of 

sites that were very difficult to find. It also seems that many of those who have experience with 
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online food retailing, have so with a selected few products that they have bought online because 

they were cheaper, difficult to find elsewhere or more convenient to be shipped than having them 

transport by yourself. One of the experts commented on that these are easier to target customers, 

but that there is a massive marketing and communication need in order to have the same 

customers consider buying all or most of their weekly groceries online. 

5.3.2 Unique selling proposition 

Any successful business normally differentiates itself from competitors or substitutes through a 

unique selling proposition. For online food retailing this gets even more important since 

customer still have to be educated about the benefits of online food retailing (figure 18). 

 

Figure 18: USP for online food retailing 

With online retailing, most would assume that this USP would be the time saved when the 

groceries are either home-delivered or ready for pick-up at a station or in a store. Results from 

the survey also show that both home delivery and time saving are important reasons highlighted 

by respectively 51% and 30% of the respondents who had already bought groceries online. 

Current online players also stress that they target customers with time constraints. The part that 

is more surprising is that many also reason their online grocery experience with unique online 

products. Although it was not an alternative among reasons why customers had bought online, 

almost 40% market this under the “other” category. It is also an important way of adding 

additional value to consumers and a way of attracting new customers. 
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5.3.3 Make no mistakes 

Finally, consumers do not forgive mistakes made by online food retailers. Since –as mentioned 

earlier– more than 70 percent of respondents say they are satisfied with traditional food retailing, 

online shopping must offer additional value while also upholding (or surpassing) traditional 

shopping standards. Since products cannot be seen directly or touched and shoppers cannot be 

certain about the quality of the delivered products they do not want the inconvenience of seeking 

a refund for defective goods. Experts point out that consumers do not forgive mistakes made at 

least the first 1-4 times they buy online because of their lack of trust and skepticism to new retail 

channels. But this is not a unique problem in Germany, as also research on other markets shows 

that customer retention is one of the greatest challenges for online retailers. If online food 

retailing wishes to retain their customers and attract new once, keeping mistakes at a minimum is 

imperative (figure 19). In the survey, those who had experience with online food retailing were 

also asked to assess different parts of their online experience. Between 40%-64% saw room for 

improvement which underlines the existing need for optimization of current approaches.  

 

Figure 19: Unforgivable Mistakes 
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6 Perspectives on the future of German online food 

retailing market 

At the current point of time, the German online food retail market is in an early development 

phase. This is demonstrated by its current share of the total grocery retail market (currently 

~0.2%) and by the number of existing market players as well as the limited success and quality 

of their services. 

The question remains how successful could even a best practice operation become and – more 

importantly from a market perspective – would such an offering prove to be a financial success 

for the involved players?  

Currently, no player in the German market is able to provide such a service without further 

investments in infrastructure (mainly new/upgraded warehouse operations), software, marketing 

and other investments, while also facing potentially higher operating costs mainly due to 

additional picking operations and final customer delivery. These investments naturally come 

with a high risk due to existing market uncertainties. 

While the initial investment is high for pure online players (new operations, marketing 

investment), also traditional players are in need of investment to access the market. The study 

demonstrated that consumer interest for well-designed online-food solutions exists with clear 

preference for the home delivery option and that people would be willing to pay an extra fee for 

this extra service.  

Who would be willing to invest? If we differentiate between pure online (new players) and 

existing retailers (supermarket and discount), we believe that pure online players will find it 

particular hard to access the market on a broad scale. Due to the heavy price competition in the 

German retail market as well as the additional start-up cost, we do not expect pure online players 

to play any significant role in the market over the next five years. More likely they will operate 

as niche players in large metropolitan areas working together with Logistics / shopping partners 

(e.g. Amazon to broaden their customer base) to provide home delivery service. Their service 

offerings will most likely consist of a relatively small assortment of premium Fresh products for 

people who are less price-sensitive. Examples of such services already exist, without any 

relevance for the market. These players must try to build-up critical mass however to create 

higher economies of scale both in transportation as well as in their sourcing and operations. 

Traditional retailers have to ask themselves if they see any benefits from being a pioneer for 

online-food retailing in the German market or not. We expect to see players that are under 
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competitive pressure as more responsive to be willing to invest in such a differentiation strategy 

with online-food retailing than market leaders due to the involved risk. Thus a traditional 

supermarket player might respond to competitive pressure from the hard-discount through that 

increased service offering that could also mean an increase in customer perception for innovation 

of that particular retailer as such. However, if a competitor or a new entrant enters on a larger 

scale, it is likely that others will also follow. Hence, current traditional retailers have to decide 

between staying “traditional” and risking losing market shares in the long-term or access a 

potentially future promising market. We expect to see much more serious commitments from 

traditional retailers than today’s half-hearted, small scale regional pilots within the next two 

years.   

For the next 3-5 years online food retailing will however still remain a niche segment that 

nevertheless serves as an innovation channel. We expect only a minor share of shoppers to use 

the service on a regular base. The most positive projection from the interviewed experts in 5 

years for the German market is a 2-3% market share. Given the current market set-up and the 

time needed to build-up significant scale as well as our expectation about strategic moves in the 

market, we expect a more modest increase to a maximum of 1.5% of the total grocery market 

representing ~€1.5 bn in 2016 without accounting for inflation, from only €200 m (0.2% of total 

market) in 2011 representing a CAGR of 38%. The profitability in this segment is expected to 

reach a maximum of the current margins in food retailing (around 3%) also due to high 

investments and operating costs.  

Although the online-food market would then represent only a fairly low share compared to the 

UK market with currently 3.8%, and remain a low margin business, we expect it to become a 

new channel that has to be taken seriously and thus should play an important role on CXO 

agendas’ in a strive to further differentiate. 
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Sections Parameters Pure Online Retailer Traditional Retailer 

Business model/ 

architecture 

Distinct options - Home delivery solution 

Motivation: Home delivery as 

an important reason for a large 

number of customers to buy 

online 

- In store pick-up solution 

Motivation: lower 

investment and easier 

process of building up trust 

among customers. 

 Target group - Age-groups between 25-44 - Older people, even if it 

would be more relaxing for 

them to buy online 

 Assortment and 

prices 

- Unique products 

- Prices should not be higher than 

in supermarkets to offer the 

customers an additional value 

for buying  online 

- Normal store variety 

- Different assortment 

according to local 

preferences 

 Geographical 

reach 

- Own fleet in major city areas, 

where the clients are willing to 

buy online and even pay for this 

service 

- Postal Service only if proper 

knowledge and training. This 

way the retailer can reach a 

larger crowd of people. 

- In store pick-up is more 

flexible to local demand 

- Start home delivery in 

major city areas 

 Delivery/ Pick 

up fee 

- Flat-rate delivery cost for a 

certain period of time to 

simplify logistic processes 

because the customers group 

their orders 

- Pick-up solution for free, to 

aim for a unique selling 

proposition in contrast to 

other stores 

Recommendations 

for operations 

Picking system - Centralized shadow warehouses 

to ease the organization of 

selling 

- Install technology-enhanced 

picking 

- Only best quality 

- Existing stores to avoid 

additional investment 

- Use tablet computers to 

minimize the shopping time 

- Consider distraction of 

store visitors 

 Delivery service - Delivery trucks with different 

temperature zones 

- Route-planning software to 

lower costs 

- Incentivize customers to reduce 

demand peaks in delivery time 

slots 

- Ensure minimum waiting 

time  

- Provide designated parking 

areas 

- Offer possibilities to carry 

the order 

 Customer service - Complaint handling 

- Give customized and immediate 

replies to compensate missing contact 

- Order tracking 

- Various payment options 

 

Motivation: Offering an additional 

value for the clients 
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Rec. for marketing 

and communication 

Awareness 

creation 

- Mutual crosslinking 

- Trigger mouth-to-mouth 

communication 

- Online advertisement 

Motivation: Improving the 

awareness of buying online 

- Heavy-in-store marketing 

- Online advertisement 

Motivation: Improving the 

awareness of especially this 

shop 

 Uncertainty and 

incentives 

- Transparency of price, value and 

origin 

- Incentivizing deals 

 

 Customer retention - Satisfaction questionnaires to 

evaluate the customer’s needs 

- Establish loyalty scheme 

 

Recommendations 

for the website 

Clear interface - Easy-to-follow processes for 

registration of new customers 

- Clear terms and conditions 

- Clear terms and conditions 

 Information 

availability 

- Product information 

- Pictures 

- Ratings 

- Appealing and intuitive design 

- See left row, but less 

important for the success of 

the company than for online 

retailers 

 Enhanced 

functionality 

- Ensure flexibility in the process 

of ordering 

- Recipe search/ability to create a 

shopping list 

- Promotional activities 

 

 Trust creation and  

customer feedback 

- Proactive Management of testing and 

opinion leader websites 

- Collect customer feedback 

- Social Media 

 

Figure 20: Exemplary Management Implications for Retailers 
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